
24. I. 23
Tensors
-

Don (physicists) Atenor is anything that transforms like a tensor.

D (mathematicians) A isor is a representing objectfor
bilinear transformations.

Suppose V,W are b-rectorspaces, a field.

(If you wish, pretend k
=IRthroughout. Or pretend he is

a commutative ring and V,W are k-modules! (

For I another bars, a map
VxW*U is biliner when

· B(av,rV2, w) =xBIn, w) +B(ve,w)
· B(v,xw, +we) =xB(v,wi) +B(v,wa)



i.e. B is linear in each variable.

The job ofVW=VOW is toturn bilinear
maps into linear

maps: VxW *U Ubilinear Bivaw ->U

(a)
I! linear B: VW -> U

raty get making the diagram commute.

We now construct VW and show itsatisfies the universal

property (8).

Free vector spat
Given a sets, the free tector space on1 is



(f+g)(s) =f(s) +g(s)
+ b.S =(fis-h/ffureterall I (xf)(s) =if(s)

I but finitely many seS

As EK is 0 for

Esfles =S formal linear combination
of

I all butfinitely many)
se S

For
any

function F:S -> V to a kirsV, I! Eibs ->V
linear such thatSE, V [fisIF(s)

I ↓
.uses

= it: K.S
f

Note . K.S has basis S



·KS is functorial in 5 and is
partofthe "freeforgetful"

->adjunction F:Set- Vect:U
S- his [XsS

gli I
T1h.T IN,g(s).

In particular, Vecty (k.S, V) = Set/S, U(VI).
u

setunderlying V
Tensor products
--

Leti =k.(Vxw) be the subspace spanned by
· (XV, +V2,W) -x(r,w)-[VasW) formal sums

· (r,xw, +wi) - i (v,wi) - (v,wz) I



Fisk, rVieV,wwieW'look a lot like

bilinearity conditions....
Then VOW: =k.CVxW)/Ris the tensor product ofV,W.

Given, reV, wew, define the simple tenor

vaw:=(v,w) +R =VW.

d VOW is spend by simple tensors;general elements
E

are k-linear combinations ofsimple tensors.
Note ·(XV, + rn)aw =x(v,aw) +(raw)
-

(A)
· v(Xw,rw) =x(raw) + (raw2(



Im Vew satisfies universal property (8).

ISuppose B:Vaw-> U is bilinear. By the universal

property of free vector spaces, we get an extension

vxW1,4 [X,ws BCV,w)

↓ -
b.(x2) [ x,.w) (Yw)

BybilinearityofBaker,
so Idescends tothe

vxW I U

↓*



iti
The diagram forces (raw) =B(v,w), so I is the unique
linear map making VW> U commute.

var
E2 If VxW-> VEW is some other

map satisfying(a)
VxW

them 5! iso
↓ *rw

·

kameeVW -.--->

I!



Drop If U has basis.vi..., um and we has basis wi...,w,

then VW has basis (viaw]/kism, kj3n). In perficular,

I dim VaW=(dim V) (dim WI.
sonly, for a a field.)

IfWe have already noted thatsimple tensors span, so
the rules

1) imply thatthe viewsspan.

For linnar independence, tahn (4) dual toSvil,
143) dual to (wi)

bases ofV4, WY, respectively.



Now define hij
:VaW--k by unir property (*):

1,2) a> 4( ficrl2 (huck this is bilinear.)
v =w -> k

1 TijE: yays
VW

Then hip(rowe) =3
if i =k,j =d

0 ow

Applying histo
an expression [Xeroad reveals that

this is 0 iffxi
=0 Vij, so views is (in ind.

Fact *is naturally associative:UOTVOW) = (UV) *W since

ux(var) - (nxv) ow



both objects represent trilinear maps out ofUxVxW.
kEINnow.

Terminology Acantkisor on V is an element of
** ...V =(V*)*k.
-

a times

Equivalent data:o multilinear V" -R ig det as a

·elementof Ira... *V)*
function of

a vectors
-

he times dim V = n

A contrarianthitensor is an element ofUK
·dit:V*->R
A

Amixed tensor of type (h,d) is an element of
youL -



+ (k,)(v) :
=r*h x(VRd.

More floors ~mathfrahs)_b - symm up
· symmetric tensors:Vh* On via Cr, group) - v,a. auch
Fixed points are symmetric as Sym" (V): =(voh)

8

=\xeV*h(x =xfrefa)
This is a subspace of aadmitting a natural projection map

sym
·Vak --SymkV sym" (RSx., ...,xn)
xr [xw Eh! w+G .00 E homogenious degh

polynomialsinthe



· Alternating tensors
can also ask thatxW= sgurlxFr =G, to form tha

with alternating power of V, MVCV*K.

Equivalently, x=MV =) xv =

- xtransposition ofG.

Alternation map alt: Vah-> MV
x 1 EsqnC

We will
present
the algebra ofalternating tensors later.


